Personal, Social and Emotional Development
RE- God’s World

Mathematics

Literacy
Listening to stories and rhymes

Counting songs and rhymes

Nothing by Mick Inkpen

Number recognition to 20

The Gingerbread Man

Finding one more and one less

Goldilocks and the Three Bears

Adding two amounts together

How can we show our love for Jesus?

Supertato by Sue Hendra

Introduce subtraction

How can we care for people when they are ill?

Eliot the Midnight Superhero by Anne Cottringer

Taking away using objects

Using story maps to retell stories

Counting on and back from numbers different

Continuing learning letter sounds and letter formation

numbers

Practising blending and segmenting for reading and writing

Counting in 10s

Prayers

Reading and spelling Reception key words

Problem solving involving addition and subtraction

Circle time

Writing captions and simple sentences

Solving Superhero problems

Making invitation for a Teddy Bears Tea Party

Recording using own methods

Making posters

Measuring weight and length linked to superhero

Writing Instructions

powers

Introduce new topic ‘Getting to know Jesus’

Who helps us when we are ill?
The Wedding at Cana

Show and Tell

Making Superhero books

Communication and Language
FOUNDATION STAGE Spring 1: Toys
Wk1: Favourite and Special Toys
Wk2: Old Toys and Puppets
Wk3: Teddy Bears Picnic Wk4: Superheroes
Wk5: Superheroes

Understanding the World
Talking about favourite toys
Asking questions about how toys work
Looking at toy mechanisms
Looking at similarities and differences between toys old and
new
Looking at toys from grown ups
How can we fix broken toys?
Looking at toys and games from around the world
Looking at materials of toys
Superheroes materials for superpowers
Teddy Bears Picnic
Share experiences of picnics

Expressive Arts and Design
Observational drawings of favourite toys
Making peg dolls
Making finger puppets
Puppet shows using a puppet theatre
Making a puppet with a moving part using split pins
Making posters for the Teddy Bears Picnic
Making Invitations
Making Superhero costumes
Making capes and masks
Superhero role play
Making Superhero comic books

Physical development
Outdoor Obstacle Course for Teddy Bears Picnic
Travelling safely
Using equipment safely and tidying safely
Throwing and catching
Developing Fine motor skills, tweezers and pegs,
scissors
Cutting out picture of toys from catalogues
Fixing broken toys
Learning about healthy foods linked to Supertato
Building superhero bases with large and small blocks

